Abstract-Understanding the role of genetics in diseases is one of the most important tasks in the postgenome era. It is generally too expensive and time consuming to perform experimental validation for all candidate genes related to disease. Computational methods play important roles for prioritizing these candidates. Herein, we propose an approach to prioritize disease genes using latent semantic mapping based on singular value decomposition. Our hypothesis is that similar functional genes are likely to cause similar diseases. Measuring the functional similarity between known disease susceptibility genes and unknown genes is to predict new disease susceptibility genes. Taking autism as an instance, the analysis results of the top ten genes prioritized demonstrate they might be autism susceptibility genes, which also indicates our approach could discover new disease susceptibility genes. The novel approach of disease gene prioritization could discover new disease susceptibility genes, and latent disease-gene relations. The prioritized results could also support the interpretive diversity and experimental views as computational evidence for disease researchers.
Prioritization of Disease Susceptibility Genes
Using LSM/SVD I. INTRODUCTION U NDERSTANDING the role of genetics in diseases is one of the most important tasks in the postgenome era. Genetic association analysis has proven to be a successful tool to unravel genetic risk components to a variety of complex diseases [1] . For instance, autism is a complex neural disorder, and it is reported there are six autism patients per 1000 people [2] . Some genes have been linked to the highly heritable disorder in autism [3] - [5] . It is still unclear that for the complex dis- ease there is yet no unifying pathological or biological etiology. However, the recognition of disease susceptibility genes poses an enormous challenge for understanding disease etiology. It is generally too expensive and time consuming to perform experimental validation for all candidate genes related to disease. There is an urgent need for computational approaches for prioritizing these candidates.
There are wide applications of computational methods in discovering gene responsible for human disease. Ozgür et al. [6] introduced network analysis approach to predict gene disease associations. They built an interaction network using centrality based on an initial set of known disease-related genes. They regarded that the central genes in this disease-specific network are likely to be related to the disease. Al-Mubaid et al. [7] used both negative and positive sets of documents on the topic of interest and determined the significant associations based on statistic concepts. Given a disease name, they extracted a document set containing disease name, and another randomly selected document set. Cooccurrence statistic concepts are applied to determine the genes that are significantly related to disease. Six genes significantly associated with Alzeimer's disease are found and confirmed through articles from PubMed. PROSPECT is a system that uses a decision tree model to classify disease gene by sequence information [8] . Freudenberg [9] and coworker prioritized disease relevant human genes by measuring similarities. They assumed that phenotypically similar diseases are caused by similar molecular mechanisms. Yilmaz et al. [10] proposed an approach for discovering gene-disease relationship based on model-driven data integration and database view definition. The approach contained four steps: formulating candidate genes, designing a relational data model, populating a dedicated DB with relevant data from various resources, and retrieving candidate genes from DB views. Schlicker et al. [11] ranked candidate genes using functional annotations of known disease genes for assessing the similarity of diseases as well as the disease relevance of candidate genes. Ehler et al. [12] created clusters of genes that mapped onto more specific biological processes and functions related to eye development as defined by Gene Ontology based on the nonlinear method. Furthermore, they also introduced Schroedinger Eigenmaps for the analysis of biomedical data [13] . Other applications of computational approaches include GoMiner [14] and RedundancyMiner [15] .
In this paper, we present a novel approach for prioritization of disease susceptibility genes. In order to explicitly express the approach, we define known disease susceptibility genes as ripe genes, while some unknown (new) ones as raw genes. The approach first creates semantic spaces based on functional similarity between ripe and raw genes. Next, latent semantic mapping (LSM) [16] based on singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce the dimensionality of semantic spaces and construct a new latent concept space. Finally, in the new concept space, raw genes are scored for a disease according to the closeness comparisons between raw and ripe genes. To our best knowledge, LSM is first introduced to solve the problem of prioritization of disease susceptibility genes. The experimental results suggest our approach is promising to discover new disease susceptibility genes. The results can be a reference for supporting experimental process in a disease-gene relation research area.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Ripe Genes
Ripe disease susceptibility genes are from GeneNavi (http:// www.cbi.seu.edu.cn/GeneNavi). GeneNavi is a web-portal about disease-gene relation with relevant annotation information, which is developed by our research team. The collected information in GeneNavi is mainly from various popular data resources containing NCBI [17] , UCSC [18] , and DGV [19] . The collections containing gene information, omim2gene information (mapping information between OMIM and gene), and omim2snp information [mapping information between OMIM and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)], are extracted from NCBI, SNP and chromosome information from UCSC, copy number variations (CNV) information from DGV. The architecture of GeneNavi is shown in Fig. 1 .
We take the autism disease as an example for evaluating our method. The 292 autism susceptibility genes obtained from GeneNavi (www.cbi.seu.edu.cn/GeneNavi/autism292) act as ripe genes. Apart from the aforementioned described data resources, the collected 292 genes also integrate the richest public genetic database SFARI [20] (http://gene.sfari.org/) for autism, which includes 244 autism genes accessed on June, 1, 2011. At present, the 292 autism susceptibility genes are the richest ripe genes related to autism.
B. Raw Genes
Our raw genes are extracted from PubMed disease literature which are obtained by E-utilities (http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/corehtml/query/static/eutils_help.html) using disease as keyword searching. Using autism as an instance, we collect 16 869 autism literatures up to the end of January, 2011 from PubMed by keywords "autism" search using E-utilities, which is also applied in the works [21] , [22] as experimental corpus. The 191 of 892 genes which are obtained from the literature corpus could match the aforementioned ripe genes. The remaining 701 genes are regarded as raw genes to be further prioritized.
C. Construction of the Semantic Space
Vector semantic space models are promising for a variety of cognitive view tasks, such as information retrieval [23] , [24] and document clustering [25] . It can represent the implicit knowledge of word meanings that dictionaries and thesauri can not. In this study, our goal is to prioritize raw genes related to a disease. An assumption is introduced that raw genes with similar function to the ripe genes associated with a disease are then regarded as the potential disease susceptibility genes. Semantic space model is generated based on measuring functional annotation information between raw and ripe genes. Each raw gene i can be represented by a high-dimensional vector comprising a group of ripe genes associated with a disease, and vice versa for each ripe gene j, which could be represented by raw gene vector (p i ), ripe gene vector (r j ), respectively. Consequently, all of raw and ripe genes can generate a raw (rows) by ripe (columns) matrix, also called raw-ripe matrix (A). Semantic spaces are constructed by functional comparisons between raw and ripe genes.
Each gene product has elementary molecular functions that are generally independent of the environment, and genes are involved in the cellular process. Moreover, these gene products act in different cellular localizations. In order to describe the activity or function of gene product in different levels, thus, we require annotation information of gene products, gene ontology (GO) [26] , which consists of the three different aspects: molecular function (MF), biological process (BP), and cellular component (CC). Correspondingly, the similarity metrics of the three aspects between a raw and a ripe gene are defined as S mf (p i , r j ), S bp (p i , r j ), and S cc (p i , r j ), respectively. A generation function is used to compute the element value of raw-ripe matrix
The selection of generation function is flexible according to the actual need, such as maximum function, and sum function.
D. LSM/SVD Analysis
Generally, the number of m and n dimensions is very large, so the original semantic space constructed in the previous section with representation A matrix may have some noise information and suffer from the large computation complexity. LSM which is a data-driven framework to model meaningful relationships implicit in large volumes of data allows extremely large matrices to be processed. It is a generalization of latent semantic analysis (LSA) [27] that is the most popular method to reduce dimensionality. LSM is a statistical technique for representing their meaning for making semantic similarity judgments between concepts. LSM reduces the number of dimensions based on SVD, a mathematical matrix decomposition technique. LSM can be seen as a computational model of cognition with exploring the latent relations between ripe genes and raw genes for cognitive theory. LSM maps concepts onto points in a space. Each point in this space can be represented as a vector. Similar concepts tend to be nearby in this space, while unrelated concepts are more distant. The first step in LSM is to create the initial concept matrix according to the factual application. In this paper, the initial concept matrix refers to the raw-ripe matrix A. The second step in LSM is to perform SVD on the concept matrix A. Thus, LSM is also written as LSM/SVD. A raw-ripe matrix A with (m × n) performs truncated SVD as shown in Fig. 2 .
Where U is an m × k real unitary matrix, V is a k × n real unitary matrix, and
The σ i is the nonzero singular value of the matrix A in a descending order. The k columns of U and the k rows of V are called the left-singular vectors, and right-singular vectors of A, respectively. SVD amounts to representing each row and each column as a linear combination of latent concepts, incarnated by the singular vectors. SVD also converts the original high-dimensional semantic space (raw-ripe matrix A) into lower dimensional vector space (k-dimension vector space). The row (raw gene) and column (ripe gene) vectors of original space are projected in the new space. In the new space, the ith row of U contributes to p i vector, calledp i vector, and the jth column of V contributes to r j vector, calledr j vector. These points represented byp i or r j vector, construct the new concept space which reflects the relations between raw genes and ripe genes related to a disease, called "biomedical concept space". Each dimension of the biomedical concept space captures a base functional semantics corresponding to genes, and that each gene is jointly indexed by the base latent functional semantics in the biomedical concept space. Thep i vector then has k entries, each describing the base biomedical functional meaning of raw gene i in one of the k biomedical concepts. Likewise, ther j vector gives the relation between ripe gene j and each biomedical concept. The raw genes are to be prioritized by measuring the closeness between raw and ripe genes in the biomedical concept space.
E. Scoring Raw Genes
In the biomedical concept space, measuring closeness involving each raw gene i and ripe gene j is an important task to prioritize the raw genes. We apply cosine of angle which is the similar to [16] for the closeness comparison between a row and a column as
(1) A value of K(p i , r j ) = 1 means that there is a strong relationship between a raw gene and a ripe gene, while a value of K(p i , r j ) < 1 means that there is increasingly less evidence that they are meaningfully linked across the annotation of function. In this study, we mainly explore the relationships between raw genes and diseases from global ripe genes view. Thus, the scoring value of each raw gene i related to disease is described using a generation function as in (2):
To a raw gene, the positive value of Score(p i ) presents the positive correlation between raw gene and a disease, called positive disease gene, and the negative value presents the negative correlation, called negative disease gene. Correspondingly, if the value is equal to zero, then it presents that the raw gene is unrelated with the disease, called unrelated disease gene. The more absolute value of Score(p i ), the stronger correlation is between raw gene and the disease.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the autism disease as an example to evaluate our approach, ripe genes are 292 autism susceptibility genes from GeneNavi, and raw genes are from the autism literature in PubMed. The raw genes contain 701 genes. We use GOSemSim [28] package which is download from http://www.bioconductor. org/help/search/index.html?q=GOSemSim (version 2.8) in R environment to generate raw-ripe matrix A. We also use Resnik [29] algorithm to measure the similarity between annotation information of two gene products. Element values in matrix A are set the maximum function defined as
Then, we perform SVD on the matrix A with (701 × 292) row-column. In the formed biomedical concept space, the generation function of the closeness comparison between raw gene and ripe gene is defined as sum function to score for each raw gene as equation Score(p i ) = j K(p i , r j )) where j = 1, 2, . . . , n, from the global view. The value of k is set as 10 to conveniently analyze the generated results. To measure the relations between ripe and raw genes, they are all projected into 10-D biomedical concept space in which each axis corresponds to a base biomedical functional topic. In such a biomedical semantic space, each gene (ripe or raw gene) can be represented as a linear combination of the 10 topics. In such a case, we use truncated SVD to find the latent semantic structure for the gene relation, and measure the relations between ripe and raw genes in the derived latent semantic space (biomedical concept Table I . The original raw-ripe matrix (A 10 ) is generated in relation to the top ten genes prioritized and ripe genes. The raw-ripe matrix (A 10 ) performs the truncated SVD (k = 10), and generates three different meaning matrixes: U 10 , Ω 10 , and V 10 , as shown in Tables II-IV, Each row in U 10 matrix describes the projected information of each raw gene, which is projected in the ten subconcepts. The bigger the value, the stronger is the correlation between a raw gene and the subconcept. Likewise, each column of V 10 matrix expresses the projected information of ripe genes. The element values of Ω 10 indicate the weightings of 10 different subconcepts in the biomedical concept space. The leading ten components capture the major associational structure in the raw-ripe matrix and throw out data noise. Thus, the functional comparisons between raw genes and ripe genes could be measured by the projection in the biomedical concept space. The formulâ A 10 = U 10 Ω 10 V 10 is used to reconstruct raw-ripe matrix. Table V shows the comparisons between the original raw-ripe matrix and the reconstructed one concerning the top ten genes. Table V shows that some unrelated genes could build relations by LSM/SVD. For instance, the correlation value between TPH1 and DDX11 is equal to zero. However, the gene TPH1 is related to DDX11 in the reconstructed matrix, in which the correlation value is equal to 0.06. The result indicates the relation between them is built by other ripe or raw genes, which are associated with TPH1 and DDX11, as intermediate. The comparisons also denote the latent semantic plays a role in the proposed approach, which also suggests that our approach may discover potent disease susceptibility genes using LSM/SVD. Analyzing the top ten autism genes prioritized using WebGestalt [30] as shown in Fig. 3 , these genes locate in the cytoplasm. These genes participate to localization, biological regulation, cell communication, metabolic and neurophysiological process, etc. Their functions include binding, transporter, catalytic, regulator, and signal transducer. Given the complex disorder of autism, the metabolic and neurophysiological processes play important roles in autism [31] - [33] . Cell communication refers to communication between cells containing four basic mechanisms: direct contact, paracrine signaling, endocrine signaling, and synaptic signaling. Biological regulation also involves interaction of gene products. The GO analysis results indicate the top 10 genes prioritized are active. Their variants may affect the communication of cell, biological regulation, metabolic, and neurophysiological process, which maybe lead to autism. Furthermore, Fragile X syndrome is the important inherited syndrome of mental retardation. There is a significant association of the fragile X syndrome with autism [34] , whereas FXR2 acted as a role in the development of fragile X mental retardation syndrome, is reported as an autism susceptibility gene [35] . MTRR, one of the key regulatory enzymes involved in the metabolic pathway of homocysteine, is a genetic polymorphism associated with autism [36] . The expression of SERPINH1, immune system-related gene, is associated with the late recovery phase of autoimmune brain disorders, and is suggested as autism susceptibility gene [37] . HBA2 specialized tissue-restricted gene, is regarded as candidate autism gene [35] . Some evidence supports the association of PPP3CC with neuropsychiatric disorders [38] , [39] . Gene TPH1 encodes the ratelimiting enzyme tryptophan hydroxylase in the biosynthesis of serotonin, is associated with autism [35] . APIS2 mutations are responsible for a clinically recognizable XLMR and autism syndrome associating hypotonia, delayed walking, speech delay, aggressive behavior, brain calcifications, and elevated CSF protein levels [40] . CPOX gene is reported the prevalence of polymorphisms in a cohort of children diagnosed with autistic disorder [41] . Some evidences report PRKCB1 gene is associated with autism [42] , [43] . PASK gene is considerably downregulated in the patient with autism [44] .
The aforementioned analysis results of the top ten genes prioritized indicate these genes are likely to be susceptibility genes associated with autism, and might provide new therapeutic avenues for the treatment of autism.
In addition, we also adopt a wider data for validating the applicability of the approach. We extract 3090 genes from 9985 biomedical literatures using Genie [45] which is reported up to 100% precision, with default setting by the keyword searching "biomedicine" on October, 31, 2012. We sample the equal amounts of raw genes (701 genes) from the numbered 3090 genes by the systematic sampling with the smooth sampling interval which is 4 interval at number 1 to number 1660, and 5 interval at number 1661 to number 3090. The 25 of 701 genes are contained in the ripe genes. Thus, the remaining 676 genes act as raw genes to be prioritized by the LSM/SVD. To contrast the front results, we also enumerate the top ten prioritized genes as shown in Table VI. Thus, Table VI is considered as the general  results, and Table I as the specific results.
AutismKB [46] is a comprehensive knowledgebase of autism with extensive evidences and annotations concerning with genome-wide association studies, CNV, linkage analyses, expression profiling, as well as other experimental studies. It is used to evaluate the prioritized results between specific and general dataset. Here, Table I is considered as the specific test  dataset, and Table VI as the general test dataset. When the evidence score is larger than zero using AutismKB, there are nine Table I , and six genes in Table VI with annotated evidences as shown in Table VII .
Evaluated results show that the discovery of susceptibility genes occupy 90% for the specific test dataset, and about 60% for the general test dataset using AutismKB. The unvouched new genes (for example, CPOX, MPL, IFNAR1, IL10RB, and CRHR2) would provide a reference as computational evidence for the experimental view in autism research. Experimental results show that our approach could capture disease susceptibility genes, especially to the specific disease dataset. The new discovered genes could also offer a valuable reference in disease research area.
Compared similar works, Freudenberg and Propping [9] prioritize disease genes based on similarity depending on computing phenotypic similarity between diseases. Ozgür et al. [6] rank the disease genes from network analysis, and their hypothesis is that the genes that are central in the network are likely to be related to the disease. Chen et al. [47] concluded that methods using functional annotation are generally better than network-based methods. All proposed approaches could not mine the latent semantic structure for gene annotation information, which will omit biomedical relations between concepts. Whereas our proposed approach based on functional annotation can mine latent semantics between biomedical concepts.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an approach to prioritize disease susceptibility genes using LSM/SVD. We use ripe disease genes as the reference. Raw genes are prioritized by the measuring the functional similarity between raw genes and ripe genes. Taking autism as an example, 292 ripe autism genes are used to prioritize 701 raw genes using LSM/SVD. The analysis results of the prioritized genes suggest that most of them are reported as autism susceptibility genes for the test dataset. Evaluated results show our approach can discover 90% susceptibility genes for the specific test dataset, and about 60% for the general test dataset. This also indicates our approach is promising for discovering new disease susceptibility genes. The prioritization methods could rank candidate disease genes for raw genes, which could help identify susceptibility genes potentially involved in genetic disease. Using the LSM/SVD, the latent biomedical semantic has important effect in the generated results. It indicates that our approach could discover potent disease-gene relations. These results could be treated as computational evidence supporting the interpretive diversity and experimental views for disease researchers.
